Abstract. Collaborative services grid portal architecture is presented in this paper. Focused on the issue of establishing data warehouse in data mining study, the study also considered the current situation of researches into dynamic plan recognition. This paper aims to enhance the performance of PSO in complex optimization problems and proposes an improved PSO variant by incorporating a novel mutation operator. The results obtained extend and improve the corresponding theorem for independent identically distributed random variables sequence.
Introduction
Data mining is an approach to sifting out meaningful relations, patterns, and trends from a great store of data, by applying such technologies such as pattern recognition, statistics and mathematics. Data warehouse, serving as an important technology in data mining, expressly facilitates a further data mining for decision makers when they face a mass of data bases. The data contained in data warehouse, rather than simply coming from the so-called Large Data Base, are sourced to subject-oriented and integrate data, which should be extracted from the original data base according to subject and go through data processing and integration, before entering data warehouse. Therefore, the core mission of data warehouse is data extraction. This paper, grounded on Kautz plan recognition method, studies the feasibility of data warehouse algorithm on the basis of dynamic plan recognition approach, which means processing data system by applying obfuscation in the data research and-matching mechanics according to different subjects.
Database grid service can support high-performance needs and data distribution well, and store, manage huge amounts of data more effectively, and analysis and handle a large number of heterogeneous distributed database resources more efficiently. Database grid service has many applications features, such as data-intensive, data resource diversity and heterogeneity, large-scale collaboration with the local control rather than global control, data security, load balancing of data resource access, etc. Clients interact through the appropriate database grid services and data service resources. The database grid encapsulates the function that need to use Web Service interface to open data services resources.
A Chief Introduction to Plan Recognition
Plan recognition, as an important aspect in pattern recognition study, is a reasoning process of getting a complete and comprehensive planning and description of logical causal relations. Through this process it is not only feasible to complement unnoticed phenomena, but also to make a rational prediction on the future action taken by Agent.
Kautz, based on constraint theory and the idea of minimization set, first put forward a generic framework of plan recognition in1986 [1] . In1987, he put forward the formal theory of plan recognition. However, his method can only be used for the recognition of minimum plan set in the movement under observation. If there are many plans in the set, it is hard to estimate the optimistic one for explaining the observation. Decision on the up-end plan is solely based on detailed issues, without any clear standard and cannot recognize new plans not included in the plan data base.
Therefore, a comprehensive plan data base is necessary. Great efforts have been made by researchers to simplify and realize the frame of discernment put forward by Kautz [2] . Jiang Yunfei et al. put forward plan recognition by applying plan knowledge map [3, 4] . Carberry created a default-reasoning-based plan recognition model on the basis of analyses on the natural conversation and the physical state of human reasoning [5] . The plan recognition model created by Charniak et al [6] . was grounded on Bayesian network. Bauer held that the evidence theory can be applied to the plan recognition in the field of artificial intelligence aid system. Azarewicz et al. realized plan recognition by using method based on template matching, and made a TTSP estimation system with the help of LISP Language, which could facilitate naval command. Villain put forward a plan description by applying syntax analysis. Hong Xun held that a target graph could be used for plan recognition. Based on Hong's research, Yin put forward the application of a regression graph [7] . All the above researches are applied in the field of plan recognition. As for this paper, the methods in plan recognition are borrowed to the study of data mining. According to the subject of the data source, the author made a fuzzy weighted analysis on plan description, and put forward to dynamic data warehouse algorithm oriented toward subject. Above is followed as Figure 1 and Figure 2 . 
Fuzzy Weighted Data Algorithm
The architecture of collaborative services grid portal is shown in Figure 3 . Its operating mechanism is as follows in Figure 4 . When we need to identify whether the data follow the data plan, each data plan in the data plan chain should be called to undergo function identification test, until end of the chain. The conclusion can be used to make identify the subject-oriented data plan.
Steps:
(1) First, the computer should read in the existing data, make a fuzzy matching in the basic data base and calculate data accuracy by calling corresponding membership function, i.e. seeking for similar data in the basic data base. If the result is zero, it is concluded that there is no similar data and that datum should be added to the basic data base through ADD Function; otherwise, the item number and accuracy rate of the datum should be drawn for generating a data plan chain.
(2) Read a basic datum from the data plan chain, and search the data warehouse for all data containing that basic datum. Now that datum presupposes those data. Then, the weight and the corresponding plan number of the datum are drawn from the data plan chain and put into the dynamic plan data base.
(3) Process the following all presumptive data by repeating the previous two steps. Then a comparison is needed between all the presumptive data before collecting those of a plan number into a new data plan chain.
(4) Call the function on calculating the reliability of the plan data, i.e. on the basis of the accuracy rates and the weights of presumptive data. If the result is no smaller than the threshold, the data plan is confirmed; otherwise, a new data plan is called for judgment.
(5) When confirmed, each data plan (i.e. the complete data plan in the relevant warehouse) should be put out. Meanwhile, the output presumptive data should be deleted from the presumptive data chain, and their perspective marks should be drawn from data warehouse. If the mark is Y, the identification is finished; If the mark is N, the particular target datum should undergo another identification as a presumptive datum, i.e. arrange the target datum at the end of the previous processed presumptive data and then return to Step 1.
Summary
The theorems in this paper extend and improve the corresponding theorems for independent identically distributed random variables. Collaborative services grid portal architecture is presented in this paper. The approach applied in this paper is: Firstly identify a value according to the different effects of data on data warehouse. Secondly enter respective subject data warehouses based on the values. Therefore, the process of establishing data warehouse is simulated as establishing a dynamic data plan warehouse. Meanwhile, the author also used obfuscation in the mechanics of searching and matching, which integrates the fuzzy theory, plan recognition theory and data warehouse technology, making this paper more relevant in both practice and theory studies.
